
MINERAL DETERMINATION BY ABSORPTION
SPECTRA. I .

Eocan T.  Wuonnv,  Washington,  D.C.

With the perfecting of the immersion method for measuring the
refractive indices of crystals, other means of mineral identification
have been more or less relegated to the background, but their ex-
istence should not be forgotten entirely, for problems occasionally
arise which they may aid in solving. Several years ago I publishedl
a comprehensive study of the absorption spectra of minerals, as
seen with the microspectroscope. That paper has long been out
of print, but every now and then requests for certain information
along this l ine are received, so the republication of part oI the data
included in it, together with some obtained from other sources,
seems worth while. The method of presentation adopted is directed
toward the identif ication of transparent or translucent, more or
less distinctly colored, minerals.

The apparatus used in identifying minerals by their absorption
spectra consists of a microscope eyepiece containing a direct-vision
spectroscope. Of these there are two main types, one with rela_
tively small dispersion, which yields the more intense efiects, but
does not permit of wave-length measurement, the other with
greater dispersion, yielding fainter bands but providing for accu-
rate measurement of their wave-lengths. As pointed out bv
Keeley,2 the former type is well adaptld to preliminary e*amina-
tion, and in many cases wil l produce such characteristic absorption
phenomena that no further observations are needed; for final de-
cision, however, the determination of the exact positions of the
bands by means of the more elaborate instrument is desirable.

In the majority of cases, far more striking absorption spectra
are obtained when the mineral is viewed bv scattered instead of
directly transmitted light. The stage oi ih" microscope is ac-
cordingly best covered completely by a dull black card, and the
most brilliant source of white light available adjusted so that a
beam is concentrated on the side of the obiect under observation,
by means oI a condensing lens system or a parabolic reflector at-
tached to the microscope objective. When minute grains are to

- 
1,The microspectroscope in mineralogy. Smiths. Mi.sc. Coll.,65, no. 5, 16 pp.,

1915.
2 Microspectroscopicobservations. proc. Acad,. Nat. sci. phir,a.,l9ll, 106-116.
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be studied, they are first centered and brought into focus while

the prism is out, and the latter is then inserted; if irregularit ies

in the grain produce distortions in the spectrum' the microscope

tube can be raised slightly, so that sharpness of focus is lessened'

The field of the spectroscope should be narrowed' transversely to

the spectrum, so that only the area of the grain itself is covered;

and the slit should be reduced to the minimum opening through

which light can be seen, to make the absorption bands as sharp a

possible. If a wave-length scale is attached, this should be adjusted

by bringing 589mp into coincidence with the yellow line seen

when a sodium flamd is viewed.
Minerals containing no constituents capable of producing well-

marked absorption bands yield a continuous spectrum, which is

visible from wave-length 700, at the red end, to 400, at the violet'

When a chemical elementwhich absorbs certainwave-Iengths much

more strongly than adjacent ones is present, however, one or more

dark bands wil l be seen in the midst of this spectrum, and the

positions of these are in many cases so characteristic that they can

be used for identif ication both of the element and of the mineral'

Absorption in narrow bands or lines is shown by certain of the rare-

earth metals and by uranium, in broader bands by chromium, co-

balt, copper, iton, manganese, vanadium, and occasionally other'

PART 1. ABSORPTION SPECTRA CONSISTING OF NARROW BANDS

Strongest band or group of bands in the yellow, a iairly strong one in the green,

and many weaker ones at intervals throughout - . Cerium,earths, group 1'

Strongest band in the green-yellow, a fairly strong one in the green, and a few

weaker ones elsewhere - '..Yttrium earths, group 2'

Strongest band in the red, a fairiy strong one in the orange-yellow, and many weaker

ones at intervals throughout .IIranous uranium, group 3'

Strongest band in the green-blue or the blue-gteen, and a few others, chiefly toward

the violet end.... "Uranyl uranium, group 4'

Gnour 1. Tne cERruM EARTHS, NEODYMTUM AND PRASEODYMTUTI

The average wave-lengths of the principal absorption bands

shown under the microspectroscope by minerals containing these

elements will be listed first; the bands actually vary distinctly in

wave-length and intensity from one compound to another. The

minerals wil l then be discus;sed, class by class'

Spectrum-zone red orange yellow
Wave-Iength. 675 620 595 580 570
Element.. . .  .  Nd Nd Pr Nd Nd

green blue b-v.
530 520 510 485 470 445
Nd Nd Nd Pr Pr Pr
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Fluocerite, (tysonite of Dana), (Ce, X)Fe
675 (623) s9s s80-s70 (ss2) s22 (s13) (48s) W.

.  .  seO l l  s87 -s86 l l  s84 -s7s  l l  s73 -s68  . . .  .  .  .  . .  K .

The most characteristic features of the spectrum of the specimen
of this mineral I examined, as tabulated in the line marked W
are the intensity of the bands centering at 675 and 595, and the
relative weakness of the group of coalesced bands extending from
580 to 570. The one studied by Keeleys as to the details of the
bands in the yellow spectrum-zone, gave the data tabulated on
the l ine marked K, and was evidently dissimilar in compositionl
its striking features consist of intense absorption at 584-575, and
bril l iant transmission at 586-584 and 575-573 (indicated Uy ll).

Bastnaesite, (Ce, X)F(COr)
67s (623) (seo) s79 ll s69 (s32) s22 (s11) (48s) W.

This mineral is characterized by the weakness of the lines due
to praseodymium, and the intensity of the bands at 579 and 569
with transmission between them at 576-572.

Parisite, Ca(Ce, X)zFz(COr)e
675 623 590-570 s33 522 5r2 48s (470) (445) W.

.  584-57611575-568 K.
a 677 630 583 579 575 533 529 523 511 483 47t 445 B.
e 677 650 583 580 575 57L 533 529 52r (5r2) 48s 471 M5 B.

Like many others in this group, parisite evidently varies in com-
position and correspondingly in absorption spectrum, from one
specimen to another. Notable features of the one I studied are the
intensity of the bands at 623 and 512, and the practical coalescence
of the three bands in the yellow spectrum-zone, which in most
rare earth minerals are rather distinctly separated. Keeley3 found
this coalescence to be not quite complete, although the transmis-
sion at 576-575 is dim. Becquerela had previously studied the
absorption spectrum of this species, from the viewpoint of the
difierences in the directions of the ordinary and extraordinary
indices; but he used a large spectroscope, and was able to detect
many more lines than could be found by the present method, so
only the more significant of his wave-lengths are here given.

3 Notes on absorption spectra of certain minerals. Festschri.ft V'ictor Goldschmid.t,
1928,170-171 and pl. 7.

a Researches on the variations of absorption spectra in crystals. Ann. chi'm.
p hy s., 161 14, 17 0-257, 1888 ; especially page 1 93.
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Ankylite, Sr(ce, X)z(oH)s(coa)s
,:':, ::: !13_!11 (:?o) ::1 (:1i) H

In my previous paper, ankylite was reported to show no absorp-
tion spectrum, but the specimen was evidently wrongly labelled
for one was found subsequently which yielded that here recorded
The most striking feature is the presence of a single strong band in
the yellow, and the weakness of the one at 570 which is usually
very intense in cerium-earth minerals.

Cordylite, Ba(Ce, X)'Fr(Cos)r
(67s) (seo) s83-s79 (s7s)(s33) .s21 s12 (48s) 470 W.

582-576 K.

Keeley found no difierence between the absorption in the yellow
of ankylite and cordylite, but they differ in the intensities of the
lines in other spectrum zones.

Lanthanite, (Ce, X)z(CO:h '9HrO

(67s) (620) (seO) ... s80-s78lls72-s68 (s32) s20 s10 (48s) (470) (44s)w.
(s86-s78)s78-s7411572-s68 . . .  K.

This mineral is often assigned the formula of a pure lanthanum
carbonate, but the analyses on which this is based give no evidence
of trustworthiness, and it seems more l ikely to be analogous in
rare-earth constituents to the other minerals under discussion.
Characteristic features are the weakness of the band centering at
590, and the bril l iant transmission in the yellow, at about 573.

Calcite, neodymian, (Ca, X)(COs)
582 (s2s) W.

That the violet calcite from Joplin, Missouri, owes its color to
the presence of neodyrhium has been pointed out elsewhere.s In
this case side-il lumination does not produce very good results, but
on transmitting white l ight through a cleavage piece 3 or 4 cm.
thick two distinct absorption lines are visible.

Strontianite, neodymian, (Sr, X) (COa)

589 585 s80 (s78) s74 (s71) 568 B.

5 Nmdymium as the cause of the red-violet color in certain minerals. J. Wasfu.

A cad. S ci., 7, 143-146, 1917 .
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Monazite, (Ce, X)(pO)
622 590 570 (5s2) 523 s12 485 w.

s86-s82 lJs80_s76l l  s74_s68 K.
627 592 584 580 575 574 572 527 523 513 484 475 B.
627 592 584 580 575 574 SZ2 527 SZ2 SIs 484 475 B.
627 592 584 580 575 574 572 527 522 5r3 B.
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Greenish strontian te was discovered by Becquerel (op. ci,t.,
p. 230) to show this absorption spectrum, although it is difficult to
obtain any l ines from this mineral by the microspectroscope.

Scheelite, neodymian, (Ca, X)(WOa)
o 595 593 589 587 S8S S80 525 533 S2s 527 B.
€ . .. 593 589 587 585 580 S7S 532 528 B.

In specimens of this mineral from Traversella, Becquercl (op.
cit., p. 191) observed the l ines tabulated. The microspectroscope
shows only traces of the strongest.

675

a 682
p 682

t 682

This mineral, the commonest rare earth phosphate, yields a very
intense absorption spectrum, and can readily be identified by this
means even when present as minute grains in a sand. Its bands in
the yellow region are so intense as to tend to coalesce, to an extent
differing with the source of the material. The specimens.studied by
Keeley showed rather evenly spaced light and dark bands. That
examined by Becquerel (op. cit., p. 221) with the large spectroscope
gave rather different wave-lengths for several bands from that
available to me.

Britholite, (ce, X) +(po4) +(sio4)
(6is) (seO) 588-s78 s30 (s20) (s12) (4Ss)

sSe_576 570_568
w.
K .

This mineral, supposed to be a sil icato-phosphate, shows much
weaker absorption than monazite, but like the latter varies from
one specimen to another, as the stronger band observed by Keeley
did not show up in my specimen at all.

Rhabdophanite, (Ce, X)(pOa) . HrO
675 622 595 s70 533 524 512 485 @70\(44s)

. . (s86_s81) 581_s78 (s78_s6s)
625 595 592 580 (576_57r\s26 s24 (srz) (484) (477) ... B.

As might have been expected, this Lineral shows nearly the
same spectrum as its anhydrous representative monazite, although

w.
K .
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the bands in the yellow are more completely coalesced, with maxi-

mum absorption near 580. (See Becquetel, op. ci ' t ' ,  p'228')

Churchite, HCa(ce, x)3(Po4)4 ' 7H2o

(67s) (620) seo Il s78 (s3s) s24 (s10) (48s) W.

There can be no doubt as to the distinctness of this from the

preceding mineral, as all its bands are weaker, and the two in the

yellow are clearly separated, with transmission at 588-581'

Pyrochlore, Na-Ca-(Ce,X)-Ti columbate

588-578 (s2s) W.

The single strong band in the yellow is characteristic of this

mineral. The corresponding tantalate, microlite, differs in that

its bands, while identical in position' are much weaker'

Samarskite, Fe-U-(Ce, X) columbate
(s8s) (s2s) w.

In my earlier article this compound was reported to show no ab-

sorption spectrum, butmore translucent material was subsequently

found to exhibit faint Nd bands. The same efiect is shown by

eschynite, which differs in containing also titanium, but the re-

mainder of the columbates seem too opaque for study in this

manner.

Cerite, (ce, X)r(Sio3)B Hro (?)

(67s) (620) seO-s70 (s33) (s2s) (s12) (48s) W.

The bands of this, the silicate with the highest known cerium

earth content, are rather distinctive, although all except the broad

one in the yellow are faint.

Freyalite, (Th, Ce, X)(SiO4)'HrO (?)

(67s) (se0) s85 ll s75 s30 (s2s) (s12) (48s) w.

The three strong bands, with transmission in the yellow at 582-

578, are characteristic of this l i tt le known mineral'

Rinkite, Na-Ca-(Ce, X) titanosilicate

5e0-58211578-568 K.

This rare mineral has been foundby Keeley (toc' ci't') to show two

broad absorption bands in the yellow spectrum zone, the gap
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between them lying at 582-578, a different position from that of
any other member of the division.

Other sil icates
A specimen in the National Museum collection labelled rowland-

ite, supposedly Y+(SiOa)s, yielded bands corresponding to moderate
amounts of Nd, with a rather intense one at 585-575; its composi-
tion evidently needs further investigation.

The remaining cerium-earth silicates tried, comprising mosand-
rite, sphene, tritomite, and woehlerite, show faintly the two Nd
lines at 585 and 525. In addition, Becquerel (op. cit.,p. 229) found
in leucophanite strong lines at 589 and 587.

fn concluding the discussion of the cerium-earth minerals, it
should be noted that secondary uranium compounds derived
from primary ones containing these earths may show in addition
to the uranium bands one or more of those due to neodymium.

Gnoup 2. Tr.v yrrRruM EARTtrs, SAMARTuM AND ERBruM.

The approximate positions of the bands shown under the micro-
spectroscope by minerals containing these elements are as before
tabulated first. Four of them are obviously due to the metals
indicated, but the l ists of absorption spectra of known rare earth
metals do not include a band in the orange spectrum zone, in the
neighborhood of 605, so the source of this l ine is indeterminate.

Spectrum-zone red
Wave - i eng th . . . . .  645
E l e m e n t . . . .  . . .  E r

orange yellow
605 555

? S M

Fluorite, yttrian, (Ca, X)Fz
(6so) (6os) sss (s22) w.

The brownish-green fluorite from Amelia, Virginia, which is
known as chlorophane because of its green thermoluminescence,
shows bands indicating the presence of traces of yttrium earths.

Xenotimite, (l., X)(po4)
645 605 555 (s4s) s22
644 552 546 .. 539 524 52t 492
644 .. 5s0 545 542 539 s24 s2L 494

The spectrum of this mineral is intense and highly diagnostic.
Becquerel (op. cit., p. 19a) observed lines due to several other
metals than those here l isted.

h l , , ^
6 1 ! ! [

522 485
Er Sm

(4Bs) W.
489 B.
488 B.

(660)  . .
o 657 653 651
e 658 655 652
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Fergusonite, (Y, X)(CbOa) and related minerals.
(sss) (s22) w.

Most of the columbate minerals are too opaque to show any
absorption spectrum, but fergusonite, inclusive of sipylite, (which

is evidently the same, the analysis being untrustworthy) yields the
faint bands tabulated.

' Yttrotantalite, HCa(Y, X)s(TaOa)+ (?)
(6s0) (600) (sss) s22 w.

The absorption band a"t 522 is so strong in this mineral, as well
as in the related if not identical risoerite, that its identif ication can
be based on this feature.

lttr ialite, (Y, X)gSizOz
(64s) (600) (ss.5) (s22) (48s) w.

The bands in this compound are fainter than would be expected.
Rowlandite, which is supposed to be'related, shows the same
bands together with a strong one at 580 which appears to be due
to neodymium, but the specimen studied may not have been cor-
rectly labelled. Faint yttrium-earth bands are also shown by some
minerals characterized particularly by cerium-earths, such as

monazite.

Gtoup 3. UnnNous uRANruM.

Spectrum-zone red orange yel. green blue

Wave-lengths 686 660 652 618 589 561 539 511 482 458

Zircon, uranoan, (Zr, U " ")(SiO)
687 650 615 586 561 538 508 478 455 K.
68s (660) 651 618 588 s60 s37 512 483 (460) w.

o 69! 658 654 590 562 538 5r2 483 B.
e 682 659 652 621 589 543 B.

685 661 651 (619) sel (560) 539 (s11) (483) . . K. & H

The only mineral in which these bands have thus far been ob-

served is transparent zircon; they are most intense in bluish colored
types.6 The wave-lengths difier slightly from one specimen to
another, as brought out by tabulating the values reported by

Keeley (paper of 1911, p. 107), the writer, (op. cit., p. 9), Bec-

6 They are said to have first been noted by Sotby, Phil. Mag.,39,35, 1860.
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querel (op. cit., p. 196, andz) and Kraus and Holden.8 They are
still difierent in uranous salts, obtained by reducing uranyl com-
pounds with zinc and an acid, but not sufficiently so to raise any
question as to their being due to this form of the element in the
mineral.

Gnoup 4, Un,tNvr uRANruM.

Spectrum-zone yel.
WaveJengths 550

blue
485 465 455

v-b.
M5

green
535 515 500

This spectrum, characterized by several nearly equally spaced
absorption bands in the green and blue, is shown by the more
transparent of the secondarv uranium minerals, although so manv
earthy ones do not give it, that its failure to appear can not be
considered as proof of the absence of the element.

Liebigite, cacoa* (uos) (co,)tHzo
(s3s) (s1s) 4es (480) 463 4ss (440) w.

This is the only mineral observed in which the band in the blue,
at 465-461, is most intense, this feature being thus diagnostic.
Material labelled uranothallite gives the same bands, confirming
the suspected identity of the two.

vogli te, (ca, cu)(cor)f (uoz)(cor)*Hro
504 488 472 458 447 w.

The presence of a small amount of copper changes the spectrum
markedly from that of the related compound, next preceding.
The lines here tabulated are similar to those of torbeinite, but
otherwise more or less diagnostic.

Johannite, Cu (Uos) (oH)r(Sor)r. 3Hro
497 479 (466) (4s0) w.

This mineral is interpreted as incruding gilpinite, uranochalcite,
and voglianite. fts spectrum is unique in containing but two
really well-marked bands, in blue-green and blue.

Autunite, Ca(UOz)z(pO4)2. g + H2O
'::? ,u?, ::: y,'^ t,| @68) t-;;' IlE H.

7 Relations between absorption of right and phosphorescence in uraniurn com-
pounds. Qompt. renil., l0I, 1252-1256, lggi.

8 Gems and Gem Materials , p. 60,1925.
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The second. set of wave-lengths tabulated was that obtained by

Rinne.e The prominence of the bands in the green, blue-green,

and violet-blue is diagnostic; the most intense shown by my speci-

mens was the second noted, running from about 501 to 497.

Uranospinite, Ca(UOz)z(AsOa)r' 8 + H2O

(s30) 495 482 (467) (4ss) (440) W.

This mineral can be distinguished from the olher members of

the group by the presence of but a single intense band in the blue-

green, at wave-lengths 497-493.

Uranocircite, Ba(uoz)r(Pon), '  8 + H2o

552 s3s 51s 4s5 (48s) (470) (4ss) 448 w.

None of the bands in this mineral are sufficiently intense to in-

dicate in bold-face type, but the two in the yellow and green are

better marked than in any other mineral of the group.

Torbernite, cu (Uoz)z (Pon)r ' 8 + Hro

503 487 470 4s8 445 W.
s03 (498) 486 47r 456 M4 R'

The absence of bands in the yellow and yellow-green' but the

presence of three strong ones elsewhere, is diagnostic of this

species (see Rinnelu).

Zeunetite, Cu (UOz)r (AsOa)z' 8 + H2O

s05 489 472 459 448 W.

The diagnostic features of this spectrum are the relative weak-

ness of the band in the green and the intensity of the one in the

violet blue at a slightly different point from its relative, next pre-

ceding, namely aL 450-446.
Commercial uranium glass exhibits all of the absorption bands

shown by any of the minerals containing uranyl, with an addi-

tional one in the orange at 595. Those in the blue-violet, howevet'

are so broad as to coalesce, from about 455 to 435, or to the end

of the visible spectrum. Uranyl salts behave similarly, although the

details vary considerably with the composition.
(To be concluded')

e Autunite and its dehydration product (metautunite)' Centr' Min' GeoI',

190t,709-713.
10 Torbernite and its dehydration product (metatorbernite). centr. Min. Geol.,

1901,618-626; especia l ly  p.  622.




